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WHY SWEAR ALLEGIANCE TO THIS IDIOT? 

 

It’s time to grow up, Canada! 

A Message of Liberty from the Citizens of the Republic of Kanata 

“No dim-witted foreign monarch can claim to be the ruler of Canadians. The only legitimate 

sovereign is the people, governing themselves through their own democratic Republic.”                                                          

– William Lyon MacKenzie on the eve of the Upper Canada Rebellion, December 1837 

Aren’t you tired of arbitrary laws, corrupt courts, rule by decree, and unaccountable 

government? And of how Canada and its vast wealth is owned by a single offshore 

corporation called the “Crown of England” that is selling out our country to China?  

Every one of you would receive $248,000 every year if the wealth of our country was 

kept at home and shared equally among all of us. Instead, over eight million of us, 

and one million children, live in poverty, while a few billionaire fat cats soak us dry. 

Under the present system, there is nothing you can do about this, because every 

Canadian politician, judge, and cop is the sworn agent of the guy at the head of this 

criminal racket – “King” Charlie the Brainless – and are answerable only to him.  

The COVID tyranny is just the latest example of how these gangsters operate to profit 

a few people.  Over three quarters of the laws in Canada are never even debated in 

Parliament but are passed by secret “Orders in Council” by faceless bureaucrats.   

They call this “democracy”. We call it dictatorship. And it’s time to put an end to it.  
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Across Canada, many patriots are doing just that. A grassroots Republic is growing 

up like good wheat in dozens of communities, where people are forming their own 

Assemblies and common law courts to pass laws that serve all the people. These 

Assemblies operate under their own lawful jurisdiction within the sovereign Republic 

of Kanata, which was formed in Winnipeg on January 15, 2015.  

These Republic Assemblies are our first line of defense in resisting tyranny and 

reclaiming our nation. On September 8, 2020, our Republic passed a law that nullified 

all COVID measures across Canada and enforced that law using our own elected 

Sheriffs and deputized police. We have also passed laws keeping federal tax money 

in our communities. Through that kind of direct democracy, we the people are taking 

back our power and the stolen wealth of our nation. That’s what “Kanata” means: it’s 

an Iroquois word meaning “Where the people live together as equals.” 

For your own safety and future, join our growing movement to reclaim Canada for 

everyone and end the dictatorship of a few corporate parasites and their puppet 

politicians. Take out citizenship in the Republic and be free of “crown” rule. Join your 

nearest Republic of Kanata Assembly or help us form one where you live. Let’s end 

the murderous legacy of genocide and foreign tyranny that strikes at all of us!  

To learn more see www.republicofkanata.org and write to 

republicnationalcouncil@protonmail.com . And listen every Sunday to the Voice of 

the Republic at 3 pm pacific, 6 pm eastern at www.bbsradio.com/herewestand . 

These are your futures! Choose: 

 

     OR             

http://www.republicofkanata.org/
mailto:republicnationalcouncil@protonmail.com
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Sick and Tired of the COVID Police State? Help us Take Back the Nation Now!  

A Message of Resistance from the Republic of Kanata and its Assemblies  

 

Fake pandemics and official hysteria cannot hide the fact that democracy is dead in Canada. Parliament 

and the courts are closed. A few unaccountable bureaucrats are expecting us to cooperate with their 

police state measures, including the imprisoning and forced vaccination of our own children. But many 

of us are fighting back! Across Canada, We the People in nearly one hundred communities have 

organized Common Law Assemblies to defend our families and establish laws that serve us and not Big 

Pharma. These Assemblies operate under their own lawful jurisdiction within the Republic of Kanata. 
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The Republic stands for direct democracy where we take back power and govern ourselves with our own 

Constitution. These Common Law Assemblies are now our first line of defense in resisting forced 

masking, quarantining, and vaccinations. On September 8, 2020, a National Council of Common Law 

Assemblies passed a law that strikes down all COVID measures across Canada. Using this Law and our 

own elected Republican Sheriffs and Courts, we can duly arrest and prosecute anyone who forces COVID 

restrictions on us. Let all Canadians know that it is now a crime to cooperate with the COVID police 

state! For your own safety, join our growing movement to reclaim Canada for everyone and end the 

tyranny of a few corporate parasites and their puppet politicians. Become part of your nearest Common 

Law Assembly or help us form one where you live. Take out citizenship in the Republic to wipe away the 

murderous legacy of genocide that is now striking all of us! To get a copy of the Law outlawing COVID 

measures in Canada, see www.republicofkanata.ca under “Media”. Study that site and contact the 

Republic at republicofkanata@gmail.com . And listen every Sunday to the Voice of the Resistance at 3 

pm pacific, 6 pm eastern at www.bbsradio.com/herewestand . Live Free or Die! Issued by your fellow 

citizens of the Free Republic of Kanata and the National Council of Common Law Assemblies 

(councilofassemblies@protonmail.com) Please share and post this leaflet! 


